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ABSTRACT: The use of regional retribution funds as local revenue for infrastructure development in the region is an essential concern for the government. Still, suppose the infrastructure already exists, and the user community has to make payments for the use of infrastructure or roads in the village of Rasan. In that case, it will cause various problems such as public objections. How is the analysis of public policy based on deliberative democracy on user fees for using the Rasan Village road, Landak Regency, Indonesia. This study aims to analyze public policies based on deliberative democracy on user fees for using streets in Rasan Village, Landak Regency. Using the research method of literature study, namely by looking for sources of information, both from books and related journals, using the retribution for the use of the Rasan Village road.
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INTRODUCTION

Age 4.0 is technological development (Elyta & Darmawan, 2021). Anaya technology changes innovation in various countries, one of which is Indonesia (Elyta., Martoyo ., & Herlan., 2021). Indonesia is a republic in the form of an archipelago, which divides the Indonesian state into several provinces in government administration. Indonesia itself has 34 regions and 541 regencies/cities. With the size of Indonesia’s territory and the multi-regional division, the government has changed the implemented system, which started from centralization to decentralization. Actors in the deliberative process advance the agenda and inequality (Dodge, 2009). The existence of this autonomy can make it easier for each region to develop without waiting for instructions and permission from the central government.

Regional autonomy is no longer just carrying out instructions from the central government but has the flexibility to increase creativity in the various potentials of autonomous regions that exist. Local governments are needed to become more independent and reduce dependence on the central government, not only in terms of using financing but also in using (capacity) management of the place. In this regard, local governments need to be closer in various public service activities to increase public trust. Along with the increase in the level of religion, it is necessary that the level of citizen participation in the Regional Government also increases (Mardiasmo, 2002).

Each region has a wealth of territory and natural resources that are not in harmony with the intensity of economic activity. This can have an impact on the existing local revenue. The power of regional economic activities is quite varied. It can be seen from the need for spending to apply various public service functions (Jaya, 2011).

The recent shift toward deliberative systems suggests the ideals of deliberative democracy (Parkinson & Mansbridge, 2012). The approach in this phenomenon uses public policy based on deliberative democracy in seeing the government carry out procedures in collecting user fees for road use. The use of the term deliberative, in this case, emphasizes a political approach that is quite close to existing policymaking. In understanding democracy, these differences are closely related to efforts to improve the quality of existing democratic practices by enhancing the character and form of community participation and associated parties in retribution collection. As one of the regional incomes that involve the community.

Sources of revenue into Regional Original Revenue are realized in areas authorized to collect taxes and levies as regulated in Law number 34 of 2000 using implementing regulations in the form of Government Regulation Number 65 of 2001. According to the current law, the region is authorized to levy 11 types of taxes and 28 types of levies. In terms of the origin of tax donations and regional levies, currently, there is a significant disparity in the distribution of tax authority between the center and the regions,
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which is reflected in the amount of tax revenue that does not have a substantial impact on increasing revenue. Regional original income can become the largest source of finance.

The use of regional retribution funds as local revenue for infrastructure development in the region is an essential concern for the government. Still, suppose the infrastructure already exists, and the user community has to make payments to use the infrastructure or the road in the village of Rasan. In that case, it will cause various problems such as public objections and the community's inability to pay the retribution while the district must use the road for daily mobility.

METHODS
This study focuses on how community road users in Rasan village must pay regional retribution funds for road construction in Rasan village, using public policies based on deliberative democracy as an analytical tool. The informants of this research were community leaders, traditional leaders, and village government officials in Rasan Village. The problem in this study is how to analyze public policy based on deliberative democracy on user fees for using the Rasan Village road, Landak Regency, Indonesia. This study aims to analyze public policies based on deliberative democracy on user fees for the use of streets in Rasan Village, Landak Regency, Indonesia.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Definition of Public policy and Deliberative Democracy

Public policy is a kind of answer to a problem because it will be an effort to solve a bad thing of the occurrence of goodness in action (Syafie, 2006). Public policy can be seen as a product, process, and framework from the philosophical concept. The term policy is commonly used in general government activities and state behavior and these policies are stated in various forms of regulations (Mustopadidjaja, 1992). Meanwhile, Koontz & O'Donnel (1972) defines policy as a general statement of understanding that guides the mind in decision making. Thus, Public Policy is an output in the form of regulations issued by the government concerning the community's interests. Public Policy Public policy has levels. Nugroho (2006) emphasizes that simply the series or classes of public policy in Indonesia can be grouped into three: 1. Public policies that are macro or general 2. Public Policies that are (meso) or intermediate. 3. Public policy of a micro nature is a policy that regulates.

Etymologically the word deliberation comes from deliberation, which means consultation, weighing, or deliberation (Hardiman, 2004). The idea of deliberation can be drawn from the thoughts of several philosophers and political thinkers since the 18th century (Kusuma, 2012).

Describes deliberative democracy as a model of democracy that gives birth to the rule of law whose legitimacy stems from the quality of deliberation procedures, not only in formal state institutions (such as parliament) but also in the most important in society as a whole. This means that political decisions can only be accepted and binding on all community members if they result from a process of dialogue that begins in the periphery area and moves to parliament through democratic and constitutional procedures. This deliberative democracy model is the starting point of the democratic process outside the formal institutions of the political system. It is located in a more informal public domain that functions as a bridge connecting the various organizations and associations that make up civil society. This model views that every public policy must be tested first through public consultation or public discourse with the existence of a "public sphere" (public sphere). Thus, public policy wants to open a more expansive space for the community to inform public policy (Habermas,1992).

The term deliberative emphasizes a different political approach to understanding democracy. These differences are closely related to improving the quality of existing democratic practices by strengthening the character and forms of participation. For the proponents of this model, contemporary democracy is undergoing severe degradation, increasingly trapped in personal conflicts of interest, political behavior that prioritizes image over substance, chaotic debates in public spaces, and power struggles for personal ambition and gain. /or group.

Development Planning Conference as a basis for public policy based on deliberative democracy on user fees for the use of the Rasan Village Road, Landak Regency, Indonesia

On Monday, 19/8/201, the Landak Regency Government changed the 2017-2022 Regional Medium-Term Development Plan. Regional Medium-Term Development Plan Landak Regency 2017-2022 organized by the Landak Regional Development Planning Agency in the Great Hall of the Landak Regent's Office. Secretary of the Regional Development Planning Agency of Landak Regency. Regional leadership coordination forum Hedgehog. Assistant Secretary of Regional Secretary, Head of Sub-District throughout Landak Regency, and other guests. Chairman of the Committee Samsul Bahri conveyed the purpose of carrying out the Development Planning Conference Changes Regional Medium-Term Development Plan Hedgehog Year 2017-2022 for sharpening, alignment, clarification, and agreement. Against the objectives of the strategic direction of regional development policies and programs that have been formulated in the initial draft of the Regional Medium-Term Development Plan. (Tribunnews.com. 2019). To prepare the Government Work Plan for Hedgehog County in 2022, the GovernmentHedgehog County
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is holding a Development Planning Deliberation Hedgehog County virtually on Tuesday, March 23, 2021 (TribunPontianak.co.id, 2021).

Present at the event were the Governor of West Kalimantan, members of the Regional People's Representative Assembly of West Kalimantan Province, constituency Hedgehog County, Chairman, and Deputy Chairperson, along with members of the Landak Regional People's Representative Assembly, Regional Leadership Coordination Forum Hedgehog County, regional Secretary Hedgehog, Head of Regional Apparatus Organization in the West Kalimantan Provincial Government, Head of Regional Apparatus Organization within the Government Hedgehog County one of the stages in preparing a development plan in the coming year, especially for services to the people of Landak Regency. Development Planning Conference this is very important because it is a determining factor for the success of development in Indonesia Hedgehog County (TribunPontianak.co.id, 2021).

Based on the Government Work Plan becomes the basis for collecting user fees because this is very important for a region, especially in regional development such as making road infrastructure and transportation infrastructure that makes it easier for people to carry out their daily mobility, especially in districts and villages in each province. Including communities and towns in West Kalimantan. One of the areas that can be developed using regional retribution funds is the construction of the Rasan Village road in West Kalimantan. High-quality roads also benefit rural households by reducing poverty, increasing consumption, providing access to off-farm jobs, and increasing enrollment and school completion rates (Dercon., Hoddinott., & Woldehanna, 2009). Even when infrastructure or roads have been built, sometimes the government has its regulations, such as the existence of retribution collection for the use of the Rasan Village road, which will be quite burdensome for the Rasan Village community. Still, sometimes other parties, namely the government, do this to keep increasing and earning local income.

Deliberative Democracy-based Public Policy in retribution for the use of the Rasan Village road

Public policy related to the role of government (Elyta & Martoyo, 2021) and deliberative democracy produces very mixed results from an ideal contemplative perspective (Mendelberg, 2002). The notion of deliberative democracy gives importance to the decision-making process that emphasizes deliberation and problem-solving through dialogue or sharing of ideas between parties and citizens. Policymakers and politicians hold citizen forums to obtain informed views on specific issues (Nabatchi., Gastil., Weiksner & Leighninger, 2012). Citizen involvement is the essence of deliberative democracy, in contrast to the basic idea of representative democracy, which emphasizes representation.

If deliberative democracy prioritizes cooperation between ideas and between parties, then democracy prioritizes cooperation between actors (Elyta & Sahide, 2021). The people are colored by the involvement of the people/constituents through a deliberative process (Dryzek & Niemeyer, 2006). Several essential elements of deliberative democracy are: citizen participation, availability of space to be involved in the process (public space), and communication between citizens as well as between citizens and policymakers (Mansbridge., Karp., Amengual, & Gastil, 2009). In this case, the retribution activity in Rasan Village has become one of the problems that has been widely discussed since 2018 where the Rasan village is one of the villages that has electricity because it is one of the villages selected in the Bright Indonesia program, with this electricity it makes it easier for the Rasan village to be more one of which is developing, namely the construction of road infrastructure carried out by the town of Rasan with the relevant government and the Indonesian national army or Indonesian National Police in its structure. The development is carried out with the help of the community and other parties. This road can connect several existing villages and facilitate community access in carrying out daily mobility.

It turns out that representative democracy is not a pure form of democracy but a modification of the purest form of popular sovereignty (Halim, 2016). The purpose of deliberation is for citizens to reflectively determine their preferences and the reasons that support them (Manin, 1987). Another problem for the villagers is the retribution that the community has to pay for using the existing road. Discipline is one of the legal withdrawals that have been regulated in the law, which is coercive, such as paying taxes. This levy is one of the government's ways to increase local revenue, which functions as the central fund in regional development, including infrastructure development in Rasan Village. This levy also serves as a fund for the maintenance of existing roads and community development. However, the government must examine more deeply carrying out existing policies and consider the impact that will be caused in implementing the policy, namely the withdrawal of user fees for the use of the Rasan Village road.

CONCLUSIONS

Infrastructure development, especially village roads, is in line with the need for existing funds for infrastructure development and maintenance where these funds are taken or derived from taxes and levies set by the government to the community, which is mandatory and binding for people who use the infrastructure such as the use of the Rasan village road which on the one hand has a positive impact but on the other hand, has an unfavorable effect on the community because sometimes the retribution is quite burdensome for certain parties. Therefore, deliberative democracy is one solution, namely the formation of open spaces between the community and related parties, namely the government.
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